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Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
Status

3 Big Questions in ν Physics

Absolute mass scale

Mass hierarchy

Majorana vs. Dirac

0νββ As Possibility To Anwer Them

Several isotopes known which show 2νββ

Best upper limit with mee . 0.3eV from
HdM & IGEX; NEMO3 and CUORICINO
with comparable sensitivity

Claim of signal from parts of HdM at
〈mββ〉 = 0.44 eV
NIM A 522 (2004) 371-406
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EXO Project & EXO-200 Phase

EXO searches for neutrino-less double beta decay using 136Xe

Ton scale implementation either as liquid or gas phase TPC

Relatively large Q value (2457.8 keV) and straight forward enrichment technique

136Ba daughter tagging either in-situ or in external RF cage

EXO-200 is the first phase using 200 kg of 80% enriched Xe

Major R&D effort precursory to the ton-scale experiment

Exploration of the quasi-degenerate region with 136Xe

Allowed double beta decay never observed in Xe (T1/2 >1022 y Bernabei et al., 2002)

No Ba ion tagging but massive progress for radioactive background reduction
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EXO-200 Detector

Liquid xenon TPC with two cylindrical drift volumes

Charge collection using 114 by 114 wire planes (at 60◦ pitch)
Scintillation light readout using 37 groups of 7 bare LAAPD (Large
Area Avalanche Photodiodes) at both end caps

High purity copper cryostat with external refrigeration-based cooling
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Radio-Purity Survey

Large effort to determine the residual radioactive contamination of
the materials employed for the construction of EXO-200 detector

Mass spectrometry (MS)
Neutron activation analysis (NAA)
⇒ Very sensitive but expensive, potential background from main
elements
Alpha counting (evaluation of the 210Pb concentration in the shield
lead)
Glow discharge MS (GD-MS), inductively coupled plasma MS
(ICP-MS)
⇒ ICP-MS has better sensitivity when pre-concentration procedures
are employed but the samples have to be soluble in acids (preferably
HNO3)
Direct gamma counting
⇒ Large mass samples and long duration exposures are necessary

Published database of over 300 characterized materials
Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 591, 3, 490 (2008)

Detailed Monte Carlo simulation of expected background
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Energy Resolution

Strong anti-correlation between ionization and scintillation signals in
liquid xenon!
∆E
E = 1.4% @ Q = 2457.8 keV
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Ba+ Tagging using Resonant Light Scattering

Ba++ → Ba+ conversion expected

Ionization potentials:

Xe+ = 12.13 eV vs. Ba+ = 5.21 eV
Xe++ = 21.21 eV vs. Ba++ = 10.00 eV

Solid Xe band gap: EG = 9.22± 0.01 eV
(Phys. Rev. B10 4464 1974)

Liquid Xe ionization potential close to EG: 9.28
to 9.49 eV range (J. Phys. C: Solid State Phys. Vol. 7 1974)

Use of additives for gas based detectors

M.Green et al., Phys Rev A76 (2007) 023404

B.Flatt et al., NIM A578 (2007) 409
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Probe Insertion R&D

Test cryostat for probe insertion in liquid Xe TPC and COMSOL based

simulations of the electric field configuration
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Resonant Ionization Spectroscopy

Use of atomic resonances to selectively obtain a high yield for Ba
ionization

Lasers tuned to specific Ba atomic transitions push the atom to a highly
excited state from which it decay to a lower energy ionized state

Reached efficiency ∼ 10−3

New setup targeting single ion detection in preparation
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In-situ tagging using Ba fluorescence

Cryogenic probe car-

rying an optical fiber

for both excitation and

light collection

Current detection limit ∼ 105 atoms

Exploring avenues for single atom
and / or ion detection:

Increasing laser intensity by 102
Increasing fluorescence light
collection by 104
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The GERmanium Detector Array (GERDA)
Overview

Naked High purity 76Ge crystals placed in LAr

Phase I goals

Exposure 15 kg y

Background 10−2 cts/(keV kg y)

Half-life T1/2 > 2.2× 1025 y

Majorana mass mee < 0.27 eV

Phase II goals

Exposure 100 kg y

Background 10−3 cts/(keV kg y)

Half-life T1/2 > 15× 1025 y

Majorana mass mee < 0.11 eV
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Progress

Summer/autumn 09 Integration test of Phase I detector
string, FE, lock, DAQ

Nov/Dez 09 Liquid argon filling

May 10 Deployment of FE & detector mock/up,
followed by first deployment of a
non-enriched detector

June 10 Water tank filling

June 10 Commissioning run with natGe detector
string

Test all subsystems
Determine background

Oct 10 Operation of enriched detectors
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First results

3 natGe detectors operating stable

Energy resolution achieved so far:
4.0-4.4 keV FWHM @ 2.6MeV

Good agreement of 228Th
calibration data with Monte Carlo
simulations

Calibration run with 228Th source: MCS vs data
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First results

228Th calibration data + pulsar
Last MCA spectrum
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UZH Contribution

Calibration system

Hardware

Analysis pipeline

Database

Web interface

Phase II detectors

R&D for Broad-Energy Germanium detectors (BEGe’s)
⇒ Chosen as the Phase II detector technology
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The Calibration System
Phase I

Overview

3 custom made 228Th sources with
A ' 20 kBq with low n rate

Park position in the lock of the
experiment

Sources shielded by 5 cm of Ta

Manual lowering system built by LNGS

1 calibration run of ∼ 30 min per
detector layer
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Automated Calibration
Automated Calibration                      

GERDA Collaboration Meeting 19.07.2010, Dresden                              Tobias Bruch                                                                        7
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Database

Storing
calibration
parameters

Possibility to
blind data

Monitor
stability of
parameters

Detector_id - VARCHAR

det_date_instal - DATE

det_hv_channel - INT or VARCHAR

det_nominal_hv - INT

det_ampl_channel - VARCHAR

det_nominal_amplification - FLOAT

det_deinstallation_date - DATE

det_adc_channel - FLOAT

Dataset_id (filename) - VARCHAR

dataset_datetime - DATETIME

operator - VARCHAR

live_time - FLOAT

tot_numb_events - LONG INT

notes - VARCHAR

source_id - VARCHAR

date_of_production - DATE

date_measured - DATE

source__nominal_activity - FLOAT

source_measured_activity - FLOAT

detector_used_for_activity-meas - VARCHAR

source_installation_date - DATE

source_position_id - INT

source_position_name - FLOAT

source_position_x - FLOAT

source_position_y - FLOAT

source_position_z - FLOAT

Dataset_id - VARCHAR

analysis_datetime - DATETIME

analyst - VARCHAR

calibration_software_version - VARCHAR

baseline - FLOAT

baseline_spread - FLOAT

link_to_page - VARCHAR

Calibration_id - VARCHAR(50)

algorithm_id - VARCHAR

calibration_offset - FLOAT

calibration_offest_err - FLAT

calibration_slope - FLOAT

calibration_slope_err - FLOAT

energy_resolution_p1 - FLOAT

energy_resolution_p2 - FLOAT

energy_resolution_p3 - FLOAT

energy_resolution_p4 - FLOAT

Calibration Analysis

Detector_id - VARCHAR(50)

det_array - VARCHAR or FLOAT

det_row - INT

det_owner - VARCHAR(50)

det_isotopic - FLOAT

det_mass - FLOAT

det_diameter - FLOAT

det_height - FLOAT

Detector

Detector history
Dataset

Source position

Source

Analysis history

Settings_id - VARCHAR

trigger_threshold - FLOAT

Integration_time - FLOAT

amplification - FLOAT

sampling_rate_MHz - FLOAT

...

DAQ settings pulser_analysis_id - VARCHAR(50)

pa_algorithm_id - FLOAT

pa_peak1_pos - FLOAT

pa_peak2_pos - FLOAT

pa_peak1_res - FLOAT

pa_peak2_res - FLOAT

Pulser Analysis

veto_settings - VARCHAR

trigger_threshold - FLOAT

amplification - FLOAT

sampling_rate_MHz - FLOAT

...

!-VETO settings

checks_id - VARCHAR

analyst_name - VARCHAR

parameter1 - FLOAT

parameter2 - FLOAT

link_to_plot1 - VARCHAR

link_to_plot2 - VARCHAR

...

Data Quality Checks

gain_calibration_id - VARCHAR

gain - FLOAT

gain_err - FLOAT

sigma - FLOAT

sigma_err - FLOAT

...

!-VETO PMT gain
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Broad-Energy Germanium Detectors

The detector

p-type detector with small p+ readout
electrode

Good pulse shape discrimination between
single-site (SSE) and multi-site events (MSE)

Good energy resolution

GERDA [1] will search for neutrinoless double beta 
decay (0!"") of 76Ge, with High Purity Germanium 
(HPGe) detectors enriched in 76Ge (87%). The detec-
tors will be submerged bare in liquid argon, that acts 
both as a cooling medium and as a shield against 
external radiation. 

Procurement, production and testing of Broad-Energy 
Germanium detectors depleted in 76Ge

Procurement, production and testing of Broad-Energy 
Germanium detectors depleted in 76Ge

M. Agostini1, L. Baudis2, E. Bellotti3, D Budjáš1, A. Caldwell4, C. Cattadori3, A. di Vacri5, A. Garfagnini6, S. Georgi1, P. Grabmayr7, 
A. Hegai7, M. Hult8, J. Jochum7, V. Kornoukhov9, L. Pandola5, G. Pivato6, S. Schönert1, M. Tarka2, C. Ur6, K. Zuber10

1) MPIK Heidelberg, Germany 2) University of Zürich, Switzerland, 3) INFN-Milano Bicocca, Milano, Italy 4) MPIP München, Germany 5) INFN-LNGS, L’Aquila, Italy, 
6) INFN-Padova and Padova University, Italy  7) Kepler Center, University of Tüebingen, Germany 8) IRMM, Geel, Belgium 9) INR of RAS, Moscow, Russia  10) TU Dresden, Germany 

GERmanium Detector Array experiment at LNGS

The production chain

GeO2

zone refining

Ge crystal slice (P81890DD)

Ge crystal

purified Ge bar

crystal pulling

The aim of this project is to demonstrate that working BEGe detectors can be produced, 
while maximizing the expected production-chain yield from the isotopically enriched 
germanium. The production chain is tested using the material depleted in 76Ge (0.6%), 
remaining after the enrichment process (same chemical history but ~25! cheaper than 
enriched Ge). The supply chain consists of following steps:

1. procurement of isotopically modified Ge in form of GeO2 (produced by gas centrifuge 
separation using GeF4) from ECP (JSC PA Electrochemical Plant), Zelenogorsk, Krasnoyarsk  
Region, Russia (34 kg of depleted material was bought)

2. isotopic analysis via ICPMS, NAA and PGAA in four different institutes

3. reduction and purification by zone refining to 6N grade germanium at PPM Pure Metals, 
Langelsheim, Germany: 21.5 kg of useable material received (91.5% yield)

4. further zone refining and crystal pulling at Canberra, Oak Ridge, USA: four Ge crystals 
produced with a total mass of 17.7 kg (82% yield)

5. diode fabrication and mounting at Canberra, Olen, Belgium: two detectors were 
produced and delivered, further two detectors are in production.

The total production chain yield can be estimated once detectors produced from various 
slices of the different Ge crystals are tested.

Broad-Energy Germanium Detector (BEGe)
The characteristic features of BEGe detectors are given by the geometry and the small size of 
its read out electrode. Resulting electric field distribution inside the crystal improves the capa-
bility of discriminating between the detector responses to 0!"" decays and background # ray 
events. Achieved rejection of #$ray events (in full absorption peaks) is 90% with a 90% accep-
tance of double-escape peak events, which are analogous to 0!"" decays [3].

Other advantages of unsegmented p-type BEGes include excellent energy resolution, protec-
tive outer dead layer and that only a single read-out contact is necessary.

!W - weighting potential (electric potential in a condition 
when the read-out electrode is at a unit potential and all 
other electrodes are grounded).

The holes are collected to 
the read out electrode 
along the same trajecto-
ries ! the final part of the 
signal is independent of 
interaction position.

Ramo’s theorem:

In single-site events (SSE), all energy is 
transferred to a single charge cluster:
q %%%% E ! (Imax/E)SSE &&&& const.

In a multi-site event (MSE) several charge 
clusters are created. For each cluster:
q < E ! (Imax/E)MSE < (Imax/E)SSE

!!!! background discrimination using Imax/E

Depleted germanium BEGe detectors testing
Two p-Type BEGe detectors made of depleted Ge available at LNGS since April 2010. 

Li-drifted, n+, wrap 
around contact 
for HV+.

p+ B implanted at 
bottom centre for 
Readout electrode. 

' 74 mm

3
3

 m
mDetector N.1

Det.
Mass

[g]

Vdepl

[kV]

Dead Layer

Thickness

[mm]

FWHM @ 122 
keV (57Co)

[keV]

FWHM @ 1.3 
MeV  (60Co)

[keV]

N.1 752 3.5 0.45 0.53 1.7

N.2 ~750 4.0 0.45 0.57 1.7

Manufacturer 
specifications:

@

Conclusions

Purpose of this study:

• demonstrate that the ECP/PPM material is suited  
for BEGe-type HPGe detectors 

• define and optimize the production chain to 
achieve the maximal yield of new Phase II 
detectors from the available enrGe (37.5 kg)

The total efficiency of processing and purification of 
the isotopically modified material was 91.5%.

From the purified germanium, four crystals were 
successfully pulled (enough to produce 16 detectors 
~750 g each). Two BEGe detectors were manufactu-
red and tested so far. Comprehensive testing cam-
paign of the new detectors showed spectroscopic 
and pulse-shape discrimination performance, as well 
as long-term stability as good as reference detectors
produced from standard material.

Two additional detectors are in production and the 
achievable mass of enriched Phase II detectors will 
be determined at the conclusion of the production 
test. The enrGeO2 recently underwent reduction and 
purification at PPM: 35.4 kg (94% yield) of 6N grade 
material produced (+ 1.1 kg tail = 97% yield).
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[3] D. Budjáš et al., 2009 JINST 4 P10007

Det.
Compton 

@Q""

DEP 1592 
keV

FEP 1621 
keV

SEP 2103 
keV

FEP 2614 
keV

N.1 38.3 ± 0.3 90 ±1.1 10 ± 0.6 5.4 ± 0.3 8.3 ± 0.1

N.2 39.8 ± 0.3 90 ± 1.1 11.3 ± 0.6 5.8 ± 0.4 8.8 ± 0.1

ref. * 39 ± 2 90 ± 1.6 9.5 ± 1.5 5.8 ± 0.6 7.7 ± 0.7

Pulse-shape discrimination survival fractions [%]: (preliminary)

* reference detector is 80+32mm BEGe from standard Ge

Stability 
The depleted BEGe detectors are now 
underground, hosted in the LNGS low 
activity lab. The purpose is to verify the 
stability of the performance of them with 
time. Both are irradiated continuously by 
a 214Am and a 60Co source. Spectra are 
acquired every 3 h. 

Detectors do not show any instability in 
the counting rate. The observation time 
is still short but the stability tests are 
ongoing. 

Results of the depleted BEGe characterization

Pulse shape discrimination power

Energy Resolution Dead layer thickness determination

Dead layer is estimated irradiating the detector 
with a 133Ba source and comparing the ratio of the 
count rate in the 356 keV and 81 keV lines to MC 
simulation. Similarly, it can be determined from the  
ratio of 98 keV, 103 keV and 59 keV lines of 241Am.

Irradiation by a 228Th source is used to 
calibrate and test the PSD. The cut is set 
for a 90% acceptance of the double-
escape peak (DEP) from the 2614 keV 
208Tl line, which is composed mostly of 
SSE. The PSD power is given by the 
survival of events in MSE dominated full-
absorption peaks (FEP) and the single-
escape peak (SEP), and in the spectral 
region around 76Ge Q"" (2039 keV). 

Det.
Dead layer 

(mean) [mm]

N.1 0.67 ± 0.04

N.2 0.43 ± 0.10

Dead layer surface variation
Scan of the front surface with a collimated #-ray 
beam from an 241Am source.

GERDA Phase I:
Operation of existing reprocessed enriched detectors 
(17.7 kg total enrGe, one year exposure). 

Sensitivity to 0!"" half-life of 76Ge is:  T1/2 > 3x1025 y

Corresponding neutrino mass:  mee < 270 meV [2]

Background in Q"" region:  <10-2 cts/(kg(y(keV)

Data-taking is starting soon.

GERDA Phase II:
New custom made detectors,  with additional active 
background rejection capabilities, will be deployed                                 
(~20 kg). Two approaches are followed:  

! n-type 18-fold segmented detectors

! p-type BEGe detectors

Both feature an efficient discrimination power between multi-site # # # # ray events (~cm 
range in Ge) and single-site 0!""!""!""!"" decays (~mm range of e" in Ge). The goal is to 
improve sensitivity by a factor of 10, reducing the background to < 10-3 cts/(kg(y(keV).

Expected sensitivity (with 100 kg(y exposure):      T1/2 > 1.5x1026 y  mee < 110 meV [2] 

[1] The GERDA Collaboration, Proposal (2004), http://www-hd.mpg.de/GERDA/proposal.pdf
[2] "’0! from: V.A. Rodin et al., Nucl. Phys. A 766 (2006) 107 and erratum, Nucl. Phys. A 793 (2007) 213

The analysis is still preliminary. 
Work in progress.

Detector N.1

1172.3 keV line

Clean room

Ge detector array

Water tank

Lock system

Cryostat 
(65 m3 LAr)

!

!

60Co spectrum

Top scan for detector N.2

1.591.671.62FWHM @ 1.3 MeV [keV]

0.43

N.1

0.44

N.2Detector ref. *

pulser FWHM [keV] 0.49

The material

37.5 kg of 86% enr Ge in form of GeO2 stored underground

Full production cycle tested successfully with 34 kg of depl Ge

Depleted BEGe characterization

Energy resolution: FWHM of 1.6 keV @1.3 MeV

Pulse shape discrimination: 10% survival of MSE with 90% acceptance of SSE in
DEP

Long term stability: No instabilities found since May 2010
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Summary

EXO

EXO-200 installed and commissioned!

Data taking starting this fall!

Various techniques are explored for barium tagging in preparation of
EXO full

GERDA

Taking data with natGe

Testing subsystems

Start taking data with enr Ge in October

BEGe’s chosen as Phase II detector technology

Production starts beginning of next year
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